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Gucci released a collection of several items  for Chinese New Year, including a handbag, scarf, wallet, and sneakers

 
By Yiling Pan

Since Chinese consumers have become one of the most important forces of global luxury consumption, special
zodiac-themed items in celebration of China's Lunar New Year have been produced by more luxury brands every
year. Cashing in on demand for holiday gifts traditionally given to family and friends, these brands hope that New
Year-themed products will be seen as a way for wealthy Chinese shoppers assert their social status.

However, with Chinese luxury buyers becoming increasingly sophisticated as more members of the younger and
well-educated generation enter the market, the tastes and needs of many consumers have changed. As a result,
we've seen rising criticisms and discontent with the New Year designs in the past two years from Chinese media
and online commentators. While combining Chinese elements with luxury design can be an effective way of
marketing toward luxury buyers during the country's most shopping-frenzied season, brands must carefully consider
what high-end Chinese consumers want to prevent their efforts from going astray.

With the year of the rooster just around the corner, high-end brands have released their 2017 products celebrating this
year's zodiac sign. Like what happened during the year of the monkey, some of the items have become the subject of
online criticism or sarcasm from China's mainstream media, social media influencers and regular Internet users.
In order to see what makes Chinese consumers prefer some New Year-themed products to others and the main
underlying reasons for bad reviews, Jing Daily took a close look at online discussions by Chinese Internet users.

First of all, Chinese customers don't like it when they feel designers misinterpret or misunderstand Chinese culture.
Such concern was expressed earlier this year when lingerie brand Victoria's Secret sent dragon-decorated
supermodels to the runway during its annual show. Another example is Etro's Chinese New Year-themed scarf,
which has a phoenix pattern on it. Mr. Bags, China's handbag guru as well as a famous fashion blogger, questioned
the original intent of this design in a WeChat post. Commenting on the choice to use the phoenix on a shawl to
celebrate the holiday during the year of the rooster, he commented that he was not sure whether the brand chose it
because they designers could not tell the difference between a phoenix and a rooster. Chinese netizens also
complained about some designers' lack of creativity in designing New Year-themed products.
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Etro opted for a phoenix shawl to celebrate the year of the roos ter, confus ing some commenters

When it comes to making cultural references to the Lunar New Year, they hoped to see richer and more authentic
Chinese elements rather than overused ones. One user commented on MCM's rooster-embroidered handbag,
stating, "red, gold, and zodiac signs are symbols of Chinese New Year, but why do they [luxury brands] believe we
want to carry a bag with a zodiac animal all year round?" Indeed, Chinese culture is reserved and implicit, so as one
of the most important symbols of the Lunar New Year, a zodiac animal is not a thing that appears frequently in
people's daily life.

MCM released a special-edition collection of bags  with roos ters  for Chinese New Year

Chinese people will not spend money on these products if some cultural symbols do not fit with the public image of
the brand. For some brands that are traditionally not familiar with Chinese culture, it is  hard for their designers to
naturally and elegantly integrate authentic Chinese elements into the essence of their design. One prime example is
Longchamp's rooster handbag, which is featured in red and gold with an embroidered rooster. But the product
seemed to attract an especially high number of negative comments and a low number of positive ones from
Chinese netizens on Weibo. An online commentator said, "Simply adding an image of the rooster on a red-and-
golden bag just has no sense of aesthetics." Another user who claimed herself to be a loyal customer of the brand
said she could not believe Longchamp made it.



said she could not believe Longchamp made it.

Longchamp's  special bag for the year of the roos ter.

Chinese consumers will not buy these products if they feel the designs look like counterfeits (shanzhai). Young
luxury buyers, in particular, can be scared away by the thought that these items can also be purchased on platforms
such as Alibaba's Taobao at a much cheaper price. The New Year-themed items from Calvin Klein stand out as a
typical example of a brand accused of being guilty of this type of mistake. One commentator said on Weibo, "If I
spend that much amount of money on it, why would I want to buy something that looks like a fake?" Another user
said, "The design is so tacky. CK might still think Chinese consumers are as tasteless as they were like 20 years ago,
but the young generation is truly the opposite!"

Calvin Klein's  underwear for Chinese New Year

Similarly, Dolce & Gabbana's rooster jacket also attracted controversial reviews. A Weibo user joked that the item is
"the next best-selling piece on Taobao," referring to the fact that the best-sellers on Taobao end up with hundreds
and thousands of online stores stealing the design and selling counterfeits.



A roos ter jacket by Dolce & Gabbana

Not all online reactions are negative and commenters expressed differing opinions on brands' items. Mr. Bags
believed many luxury brands have already made some progress compared with their designs in previous years. He
praised this year's New Year collections by Gucci, Tod's, Dior and Chopard, among other luxury brands in his post
on WeChat. More than 100,000 WeChat users read that article, and a lot of readers echoed the view that this year's
Dior bracelet was much better than last year's monkey-themed one.

Mr. Bags  said Dior's  roos ter bracelet is  an improvement from las t year's  s imilar s tyle for the year of the monkey

 



 

Tod's  unders tated year of the roos ter loafers  with the zodiac symbol hidden in the sole received praise online

One unexpected success story came from Louis Vuitton, whose bird-adorned wallet collection has become very
popular among Chinese customers. Even though the brand did not specifically promote this production line for
Chinese New Year and the bird looks more like an owl, many Internet users said the products looked perfect for the
upcoming gift-exchanging season. One user commented on Weibo, "My girlfriend asked me to buy one for her
because she really liked how adorable it looks."

Louis  Vuitton's  Victorine wallet

CHINA'S LUNAR NEW YEAR period will continue to be one of the most important times of the year for luxury brands
to target Chinese consumers and people's passion about special-designed New-Year items is high as indicated by
the animated discussions on the internet. However, the era in which Chinese people will just buy whatever luxury
brands make has gone. Their tastes have evolved remarkably as the luxury market matures in China. The social
media backlash that has happened in recent two years has sent a message to all luxury brands that hope to cash in
on this special occasion: Chinese customers' opinions cannot be ignored when making China-related products.
Otherwise, a design is likely to receive more mockery than appreciation.

Yiling (Sienna) Pan is editorial intern on Jing Daily, the leading digital publication on luxury consumer trends in
China. Reproduced with permission.
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